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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the methods of CCC and Direction Instruction (DI)
flashcards in spelling. The study sought to examine the efficacy of these procedures with both general
and special education students. A final purpose was to compare CCC and DI flashcards employing a
counter-balanced multiple-baseline design. The participants were three, fourth grade females, one age
9 and the other two 10, with learning disabilities and deemed at-risk. The study was conducted in an
elementary resource room classroom in a low-income and Title I elementary school. The behavior
measured was correct spelling of core words. A counter-balanced multiple baseline design across
students was employed to evaluate student outcomes. The results showed mastery of spelling words
with CCC or DI flashcards. Suggestions for future research are provided.
Keywords: learning disabilities, risk-student, core words, spelling, classroom research, counterbalanced multiple baseline design, cover, copy, compare, DI flashcards, data-based-decision making,
student research

INTRODUCTION
Spelling remains an important skill for students to learn in school (Graham, 1999; McLaughlin,
Weber, & Barretto, 2004). However, schools find it difficult to determine just how important spelling
is in relation to the academic areas of reading, writing, math, and science (Ravitch, 2010). Studies
have shown though that reading and spelling are synonymous. Students who have trouble recognizing
words in reading typically have poor spelling skills (Graham, Harris, & Fink-Chorzempa, 2002).
Graham reported that spelling has social value and is seen as a component of literacy. Unfortunately
with the increased emphasis in high stakes testing, many educators feel that spelling skills and
instruction in spelling have become a very low priority in our schools (Graham, 1983; Hodges, 1982;
Ravich, 2010).
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Even though society cannot agree if spelling is important, many students struggle in this area,
especially students with learning disabilities (Graham, 1999; Lerner & Johns, 2011). A learning
disability is a neurological disorder that results in differences in brain development. Students with
learning disabilities often have more difficulty in school due to these differences (Lerner & Johns,
2011; Tanner, 2001). These students also need extra practice and support to account for their
disability. Students with learning disabilities often have more difficulty in school to remediate these
differences (Swanson, 1999; Tanner, 2001). They also need extra practice because spelling is an
encoding process in which a learner must respond without the benefit of a complete visual stimulus;
thus, there are fewer clues. Spelling requires concentration on each letter of every word (Mercer &
Mercer, 2005).
The most consistent findings about the spelling difficulties for children with learning disabilities often
comes from studies which compare normally achieving students with those who have reading
problems (Carpenter, 1983; Carpenter & Miller, 1984; Gerber, 1984; Gerber & Hall, 1981; Lennox &
Siegel, 1993). Students with learning disabilities spell fewer words correctly than do their normally
achieving age-mates, even when differences in IQ have been controlled (Carpenter, 1983; Carpenter &
Miller, 1984). Furthermore, in comparison with good readers who do not spell well, poor readers are
more likely to produce unrecognizable spelling (Carpenter, 1983; Firth, 1980). The spelling
capabilities of children with learning disabilities are more similar to those of younger students
(Worthy & Invernizzi, 1990) as well as particular difficulty with morphological structure (Gerber,
1984; Kearney & Drabman, 1992).
Several teaching procedures to assist children having difficulty with spelling have been evaluated
(Swanson, 1999). Effective methods used to improve spelling have included cover, copy, and
compare (CCC) (Hubbert, Weber, & McLaughlin 2000; McLaughlin, Reiter, Mabee, & Byram, 1991;
McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996; Schermerhorn & McLaughlin, 1997; Skinner, McLaughlin, & Logan,
1997). CCC is a self-management strategy used to allow students to practice academic skills
repeatedly while allowing self-correction of errors (McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996). This allows the
students receive immediate feedback so they do not repeatedly practice a skill incorrectly. CCC also
provides a reward for simply being correct (Murphy, Hern, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1990; Nies &
Belfiore, 2006). CCC requires the student to look at the academic stimulus (correct spelling of a word,
math problem and solution, etc.) and copy the item correctly, cover the stimulus and the copy, write or
say it from memory (cover), and compare (look at the correct item and compare his/her answer. If
correct, the student moves down to the next word, math program, or stimulus. If the student makes an
error, they have to write the problem and its correct solution over three times before moving onto the
next word or problem.
CCC has been shown to be effective across a wide range of student populations ranging from students
with behavior disorders (Carter, McLaughlin, Derby, Schuler, Everman, 201l; Skinner, Ford, &
Yunker, 1991) learning disabilities (Cates, Dunne, Erkfritz, Kivisto, Lee, & Wierzbicki, 2007;
Kaufman, McLaughlin, Derby, & Waco, 2011; Murphy et al., 1990), intellectual disabilities
(McLaughlin et al., 1991) and general education students (Schermerhorn & McLaughlin, 1996). CCC
has been successfully employed in various curricular areas such as spelling (Cates et al., 2007;
McLaughlin et al., 1991, math, (Ciesler, McLaughlin, & Derby, 2009) science (Smith, dittmer, &
Skinner, 2002), geography (Skinner, Befiore, & Pierce, 1992) and reading (Conley, Derby, RobertsGwinn, Weber, & McLaughlin, 2004; Cates, Dunne, Erkfritz, Kivisto, & Wierzbicki, 2007).
Flashcards have also been used as an easy way to teach students discrete skills such as sounds, letter
names, important dates in history, sight words, and spelling (Heron, Heward, Cooke, & Hill, 1983;
Maheady & Sainato, 1985; Kaufman et al., 2011; Olenick & Pear, 1980; Van Houten & Rolider, 1989;
Young, Hecimovic, & Salzberg, 1983). Flashcards have been employed to teach both young children
(Hopewell, McLaughlin, & Derby, in press) and older students with a wide range of skills (Ruwe,
McLaughlin, Derby, & Johnson, 2011). The use of a flashcard strategy is unique in that, it can be
implemented in almost any setting to teach specific skills quickly (VanHouten & Rolider, 1989). The
use of direct instruction flashcards has been found to be a successful method for teaching academic
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skills to children with special needs (Hayter, Scott, McLaughlin, & Weber, 2007; Ruwe et al., 2011;
Tan & Nicholson, 1997). Direct Instruction flashcards also include an error correction component like
CCC. Also, students receive verbal feedback so that they do not repeatedly practice a skill incorrectly
(Brasch et al., 2007). Error correction, an important component of Direct Instruction (Kinder &
Carnine, 1991), is a data-based effective strategy to teach a variety of skills, across various populations
(Becker, 1977; Carnine, Silbert, Kameenui, & Tarver 2004; Kinder & Carnine, 1991). Finally, an error
card is placed two to four cards back in the stack, so it can be presented quickly after an error has been
corrected (Basch et al., 2008; Glover, McLaughlin, Derby, & Gower, 2010; Hayter et al., 2007; Ruwe
et al., 2011). Several classroom research articles have documented the efficacy of DI flashcards in
teaching math facts (Hayter et al., 2007) and sight words (Ruwe et al., 2011; Erbey, McLaughlin,
Derby, & Everson, 2011).
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the methods of CCC and DI flashcards for spelling. The
study aimed to examine the efficacy of these two procedures with both general and special education
students. The second purpose was to compare CCC and DI flashcards across students employing a
counter-balanced multiple-baseline design (Kazdin, 2010) to determine which procedure would be the
most effective. Finally, we wanted to examine the effects of CCC with both general and special
education elementary school students.
METHOD
Participants and Setting
The participants in this study were three, fourth grade girls who attended a large urban public Title 1
elementary school in the Pacific Northwest. Two of the participants met the criteria for specific
learning disabilities and were served via Individualized Education Plan (IEP). One of these
participants was given the Woodcock-Johnson Achievement Test (WJ-III) (Woodcock, McGrew, &
Mather, 2008) and qualified in the areas of reading and written expression. The third participant was
judged to be at-risk for school failure due to poverty and language delays. One participant, age 10,
came from a family whose primary language was Spanish, another, age 9, whose family lived in
poverty, and third student, age 10, who lived in a lower middle-class home. All three participants were
well below grade level in spelling. The participants also needed assistance spelling their second grade
core words, which the school district provided.
The study took place in the elementary resource room during the morning. There were no other
students or teachers in the room when the first author worked with the participants. The room itself
was spacious and allowed the kids to move freely. Tables with chairs were set around the room for the
kids to complete their work. The participants, when present at school, would come from their fourthgrade general education classroom between 9:00 and 9:10 a.m. and stayed until 9:40 a.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings whenever the students attended school.
Materials
The participants were provided a notebook and pencil. At times the researcher would allow the use of
a pen, but a majority of the tests were completed in pencil. Flashcards were made from 3 by 5 index
cards. Our CCC sheets were developed by the first author (See Appendix A). Small stickers were also
placed on CCC sheets as a reward for spelling a word correctly. The spelling words came from the
school district lists categorized by grade. A sample grade word list can be seen in Appendix B.
Dependent Variable
The dependent measure was the number of correct words spelled. A correct word was defined such if
it matched the letter sequence when compared to the word on the district core word list. These words
were placed on kindergarten through sixth grade lists. Since the participants had mastered their
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kindergarten and first grade core words, the second grade core words were employed in the study (See
Appendix C). The words were first broken down into four sets of 28 words. Then each set was broken
down into four word subsets consisting of seven words. The participants had to spell those words
accurately throughout the course of the study.
Data Collection and Inter-observer Agreement
The first author created two sets of data sheets for this study (see Appendix D and Appendix E). One
was used to determine the total number of correct spelling words out of 28 for a given set. The second
measure was the number of correct words per subset of seven words. Each session consisted of the
children writing their responses to the words dictated by the first author. If there were time during
class, the first author would give a second test over these words. After the sessions, the first author
counted the number of words that were spelled correctly as well as errors. On one data sheet the first
author put the total number of words spelled correctly and incorrectly of the given set. Also on this
sheet was a reliability column. When reliability was taken a “y” was recorded and when not done the
space was left blank) and what experimental condition was in effect (indicated by B, I1, I2, I3, or I4).
On the second data sheet the researcher recorded a “+” for each word spelled correctly and a “-” for
each word spelled in error. The researcher then totaled up the number of words spelled correctly per
subset and placed the number in the designated set number.
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was conducted for 60% of all the sessions. During these sessions two
adults would independently re-grade the spelling tests. This meant one researcher graded number of
words spelled correctly and then the second researchers stayed at their own table regraded a Xerox
copy of the tests containing these same words. Agreement was scored if the item was scored in the
same manner. Any difference in scoring was defined as a disagreement. The number of agreements
divided by agreements plus disagreements and then multiplying that ratio by 100 to get the agreement
percentage calculated agreement. The mean agreement score obtained was 100%.
Experimental Design and Conditions
A combination multiple baseline reversal design (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2008; Kazdin, 2010) was
employed to evaluate the effects of DI flashcards and CCC. Two of the participants followed the
ACBACB format and the other participant followed the ABCABC format.
Baseline
Typical procedures were followed during this time. The researcher orally dictated the spelling words
to each of the participants. No praise or attention to spelling was given during this time. After each
session the first author thanked the students for writing their words. The word was said aloud, used in
a sentence, and then repeated aloud again.
CCC
The researcher first created a CCC sheet for the participants. It consisted of a typical CCC sheet with
the words to be practiced placed in the first column. In the next column the participant had to copy the
word. In the next column, the participant had to cover the word and spell it from memory. However,
the first author made some modifications to the sheet. Added to the sheet was a correction area for any
words that were misspelled. These error words had to be rewritten correctly three times. Finally, a
column for the students to checking their spelling and placing stickers to reward correct spelling was
added. During these sessions, the participants viewed the word in the first column, copied the word in
next column, then covered up first two columns to spell word from memory. Next, the students finally
checked their spelling. If word was spelled correctly they placed a sticker next to the word. If the
word was spelled incorrectly no sticker was placed by the word, and they were required to write
correct spelling of this word three times.
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DI flashcards
The first author constructed DI flashcards. The same words used on the CCC sheet were employed.
Correct spelling of the word was placed on one side of the card and the other side left blank. During
these sessions, the first author would orally prompt the student by saying, “Spell ____ (word).”
Following the prompt, the participant had to orally spell the word within 5 to 10s seconds (to allow for
spelling of larger words). If the word was spelled correctly, they were provided teacher praise such as
“Good job” or “Great.” Next, the card was placed at the back of the deck and the next word was
presented. If the word was spelled incorrectly or no self-correction took place within the allotted time
limit, the first author modeled the correct response by doing the following, “Listen, ___ (word) is
spelled ____(letters read aloud).” The first author then asked participant, “What word is this? Spell
____ (word).” The card was then placed no more than three back. After three consecutive trials of the
correct spelling of the word was the card finally placed in the back of the stack. The author went
through the deck as many times as possible until the participant could spell the word correctly three
consecutive times. This condition was in effect for differing numbers of sessions between and across
students.
RESULTS
Participant 1
The number of total words spelled correctly across all sets during baseline and CCC were as follows.
The mean for baseline was 9.67 words correct (range 8 to 11 words). For CCC the mean was 11.78
correct (range 12 to 14 words).
The number of total words spelled correctly during baseline and CCC can be seen in Figure 1 for
Participant 1. For Set 1 the average number of words correct during baseline the mean was 1.0.
During CCC the mean increased to 3.0 correct words (range 1 to 7 words). For Set 2 words, during
baseline the mean number of words correct was 3.17 (range 2 to 4 words). For Set 3 words during
baseline the mean was 1.75 corrects (range from 1 to 3 words). For Set 4, the number of correct words
during baseline they ranged from 3 to 5 with an overall mean of 3.83 words.
Participant 2
The number of total words in all sets spelled correctly during baseline, CCC, and DI flashcards for
Participant 2 in baseline was a mean of 13.0 words (range 12 to 14 words). For CCC for all sets, the
mean was 21.27 correct (range 19 to 23 words). For DI flashcards, the mean was 24.33 correct words
with a range of 22 to 26 words. For the return to baseline, the mean correct was 23.5 words (range 23
to 24 words). During the second CCC phase, scores improved slightly (M = 26.25; range 25 to 27
words). For the DI flashcard phase, the mean increased to 27.83 words (range 27 to 28 words).
The number of total words spelled correctly by set during baseline and each intervention of CCC and
DI Flashcards is shown on Figure 2 for Participant 2. For Set 1 during baseline the mean was 2.67
corrects (range 2 to 4 words). For CCC the mean correct was 5.90 (range 4 to 7 words). On Set 2
during baseline, the mean number of words spelled correctly was 4.71 (range 3 to 5 words). During DI
flashcards the mean increased to 6.33 (range 5 to 7 correct words). With a return to baseline, the mean
number of words for Set 1 increased to 7.0 and for Set 2 the mean was 5.5 corrects (range 5 to 6
words). For baseline for Set 3 in baseline, the mean number of correct words was 4.42 (range 2 to 5
words). During second CCC condition, the mean increased to 6.75 corrects (range 6 to 7 correct
words). For Set 4 during baseline the mean was 5.61 corrects (range 3 to 7 correct). For the DI
Flashcard condition, the mean was 7.0 words spelled correct.
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Participant 3
The number of total words in all sets spelled correctly during baseline, CCC, and DI Flashcards
follows. The mean for baseline was 11.33 corrects (range 8 to 14 words). For DI flashcards the mean
increased to 15.13 words (range 12 to 19 words). For CCC the mean again increased (M = 20.5; range
19 to 22 words). For the second baseline, the number of words spelled correctly again increased (M =
22.0 words; range 21 to 23 words). For DI flashcard phase, the mean again increased, (M = 25.4
words; range 24 to 28 words). For CCC again the mean increased, (M = 27.75; range 27 to 28 words).
For Participant 3, number of total set words spelled correctly during baseline and each intervention
using either DI flashcards or CCC can be seen in Figure 3. For Set 1 the baseline an average of 2.0
correct words (range 1 to 3 words) was found. During DI flashcards were employed, the mean
increased to 5.38 correct words (range 2 to 7 words). For Set 2 the baseline, the mean was 3.27 words
(range 1 to 6 words correct). During CCC, the mean number of words spelled correctly increased (M =
6.25; range 5 to 7 words). The return to baseline for Set 1 produced a mean of 6.5 correct (range 6 to 7
words). On Set 2, the mean increased to 7.0 correct. For Set 3 during baseline the mean was 2.76
correct words (range 1 to 4 words). During DI Flashcards again the mean was 6.2 words correct
(range 4 to 7 words). For Set 4 during baseline the mean was 4.21 corrects (range 3 to 6 words).
During CCC again the mean increased to 6.75 correct words (range 6 to 7 words).
DISCUSSION
When comparing and evaluating the effects of a DI flashcard instruction and CCC on spelling
accuracy we found, each to be highly effective. Utilization of the flashcard system generated marked
improvement to 100% mastery across two sets of words for Participants 2 and 3. Utilization of the
CCC system also generated such improvement across a differing two sets. For one participant,
utilizing CCC generated improvement of one hundred percent mastery on one set of words. During
the reversal, two of our participant’s spelling declined. The first author noted that these participants
quickly developed an understanding of the instructional methods. They noted an increased ability to
read the words in reading passages and wanted to study the words each night. In addition, the first
author learned that two of the participants had been studying their words at home and practicing with
one another. We have documented this in some of our other research (Malone & McLaughlin, 1997).
The participants were very attentive to the first author and always worked hard to complete their
spelling across all sessions. The participants were very eager to learn their spelling words since they
felt spelling was a area that wanted to increase their skills. The CCC worksheets and DI flashcards
appeared to improve their confidence in spelling. Implementing stickers for rewards for correctly
spelling each word also helped the participants increase their confidence in spelling.
Use of the DI flashcard procedure was very practical. The flashcard system was efficient, requiring
about five to ten minutes of one-on-one instructional time on a daily basis. It is important to note that
the ease of the intervention did not detract from its effectiveness. It did require sufficient time for the
first author to individualize materials for each participant. However, once individualized, the study
was simply and efficiently implemented. The cost for the flashcards was minimal as well because
flashcards could be found around the school or bought from a convenience store for only a few dollars
and any marker or pen or pencil can be used to write the spelling words. The applicability of DI
flashcards replicates our research in math (Brasch et al., 2008) with students in a special high school
setting.
Employing CCC in the elementary school resource classroom was also practical. During CCC, data
was taken each session with minimal disruption to the ongoing classroom routine. The financial costs
were minimal as all the sheets used in the study were printed from a computer inside the classroom.
The stickers were purchased from a local dollar store. The first author spent about 5 minutes making
the spelling worksheets for the set of words to be worked on. Each session took approximately 10-15
minutes for each participant. As we have discussed elsewhere (McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996; Skinner
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et al., 1997), the students completed their individual spelling worksheets independently. While
spelling was not formally taught in the classroom, the participant’s were expected to correctly spell
their vocabulary terms. The implementation of CCC allotted them extra practice time that did not
interfere with other classroom activities and assignments.
The present outcomes replicate our prior work with math facts (Becker, McLaughlin, Weber, &
Gower, 2007; Brasch et al., 2007; Hayter et al., 2007). This increases confidence that employing a DI
flashcard procedure can increase important and functional academic skills for students with a widerange of disabilities (Jasny, Chin, Chong, & Vignieri, 2011). The present results add the growing
literature regarding the effectiveness of CCC in spelling and its use in the schools (Carter et al., 2011;
Kaufman et al., 2011; Hubbert et al., 2000; McLaughlin et al., 1991; Schermerhorn & McLaughlin,
1997).
In order for the participants to maintain and generalize the skills taught in the intervention (Stokes &
Baer, 1977), each participant was taught how to independently to complete their CCC worksheets.
Also, we required the students to read their spelling words aloud to themselves verbally to ensure that
they are correctly pronouncing the word. The first author went through the correction process with
each student, so that they could later self-correct each worksheet.
The use of a multiple baseline design (Barlow et al., 2008) allowed the first author to make data based
decisions for each of the participants. These decisions enabled the first author to modify both the
outcomes and the intervention over time. If a participant was not performing to standard or
progressing as high as the author expected, the researcher examined the evidence and then made databased decisions to change the project for the participant to help make her successful. In this case,
ensuring consecutive days of mastery before moving onto next set of words help students over learn
and the use of stickers as rewards for CCC helped the participants further increase their spelling.
There were some limitations in the present investigation. First, with all three participants, baseline
was not as stable as expected. However, it was later learned that they were practicing spelling words
at home using flashcards. We have found that participants often study at home when provided with
individual testing methods (Malone & McLaughlin, 1997). Due to the daily scheduling constraints of
the school, we were unable to gather data each day. One of the participants was absent more frequently
than the other participants, which made data collection difficult. Participant 1 moved and we were
unable to complete our comparisons for other sets. Another limitation in this study was the preassessment of the words the participants could spell. Future studies could pre-assess the words at least
twice to make certain the words that the participants could spell were the same over two trials. The
word lists were fixed throughout the study and the participants noted a couple times during the study
that they were wondering when new words could be learned, so another study could evaluate the
effects of CCC and DI Flashcards using flow lists (Schermerhorn & McLaughlin, 1997; McLaughlin
et al., 1991). One of the participants moved during the course of the study, so only CCC was used for
this participant. She did reach mastery on her first set of words, but there is no way to determine if
intervention was truly effective or to see if she would master the remaining sets of words. Finally, it
would have been a strong addition to the present report if we could have gathered data regarding
changes in the participants’ spelling in their other classes and subject-matter areas. The present
research adds to the body of evidence that has suggested that CCC is an effective way to teach
students to spell.
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Figure 1. Number of total of correct words by set in baseline and CCC for Participant 1
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DI Flashcards

DI Flashcards

Set 2: Words

CCC

Set 3: Words

DI Flashcards

Set 4: Words

Figure 2. Number of total correct words by set for each experimental condition for Participant
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Figure 3. Number of total correct words spelled by set for each experimental condition for Participant 3
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Appendix A
Name___
Words

Copy

Cover Copy

Check
Spelling?

Correction (3
times)

Appendix B
Example of High Frequency Words Used in Spokane Public Schools
Kindergarten
a
and
cat
dad
dog
I
love
me
mom
no
the
to
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First Grade
all
are
as
at
be
but
by
for
from
had
have
her

Second Grade
about
because
different
get
great
many
number
over
people
same
through
write
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Appendix C
Second Grade High Frequency Core Words
about

after

again

also

an
away
called
could
do
find
good
here
into
like
made
may
most
new
off
our
part
right

another
back
came
day
does
first
great
him
its
little
make
me
much
no
old
out
people
said

any
because
can
did
each
get
has
how
just
long
man
men
must
now
only
over
place
same

around
been
come
different
even
go
help
if
know
look
many
more
my
number
other
own
put
say

see
such
their
these
time
use

small
take
them
think
too
very

so
tell
then
three
two
water

some
than
there
through
up
way

well
who
work

went
why
would

where
will
write

which
words
your

Appendix D
Name____
Date

# Correct
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# Incorrect

Reliability

Condition
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Appendix E
Date
Set 1
about
could
here
may
our
such
use
Set 2
an
do
into
most
part
their
well
Set 3
away
find
like
new
right
these
who
Set 4
called
good
made
off
see
time
work
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